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The image is not available forTea: The image is not available forTea: It's cute, it's not unheard of, and no one has to clean up after it! Bounce and Spin Puppy by Fisher-Price is the perfect answer to your child's request for furry siblings and really hits the point for learning fun. With a robust base, easy-to-grasp handles,
interactive buttons and multi-colored lights, this stationary dog plays songs, sounds and educational phrases while your child jumps up and down or spins all around! Where development comes into play™Ocely Academics: How your child jumps or presses buttons, playful songs and phrases introduce the alphabet,
numbers, colors and more! Rough motor: climbing on a puppy and bouncing up and down helps strengthen your child's balance and coordination skills. Self-expression and self-confidence: As your child rises on and off their puppy buddy and discovers how to bounce and spin everything on their own, they will gain a
sense of independence. Puppy plays music and educational content as a child jumps or spins 360 degrees 2 ways to play: Learning and music modes Light-up rattle roller, ABC and 123 buttons activate multiple tracks and sounds Easy-grip handles, robust base, and comfortable saddle helps the child feel safe as they
play for children aged 12 months and older, max. weight 55 lb (25 kg) SKU # : GCW11 Product Support Information Get instructions or order spare parts An error occurred while processing your request. Sesame Street Alphabet Foam FloorIng Puzzle $2,600.00 $2,340.00 Disney Princess Royal Shimmer Tiana Doll
$3,100.00 $2,480.00 VTech Go! Go! Smart Wheels Lift &amp; Fix Repair Shop $5,500.00 $4,950.00 Disney Frozen Color &amp; Style Handbag Set $3,900.00 $2,340.00 VTech Drill and Learn Toolbox $4,900.00 $4,410.00
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